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ABSTRACT 
We introduce ViewPointer, a wearable eye contact sensor 
that detects deixis towards ubiquitous computers embedded 
in real world objects. ViewPointer consists of a small wear-
able camera no more obtrusive than a common Bluetooth 
headset. ViewPointer allows any real-world object to be 
augmented with eye contact sensing capabilities, simply by 
embedding a small infrared (IR) tag. The headset camera 
detects when a user is looking at an infrared tag by deter-
mining whether the reflection of the tag on the cornea of 
the user’s eye appears sufficiently central to the pupil. 
ViewPointer not only allows any object to become an eye 
contact sensing appliance, it also allows identification of 
users and transmission of data to the user through the ob-
ject. We present a novel encoding scheme used to uniquely 
identify ViewPointer tags, as well as a method for transmit-
ting URLs over tags. We present a number of scenarios of 
application as well as an analysis of design principles. We 
conclude eye contact sensing input is best utilized to pro-
vide context to action. 

ACM Classification: H5.2. Information interfaces and 
presentation (e.g., HCI): User interfaces: Input devices and 
strategies. 

Keywords: Eye Tracking, Attentive User Interface. 

INTRODUCTION 
Ubiquitous computing has brought a welcome shift in user 
interface design, away from the desktop and into the users’ 
real-world task space [26]. Computers are becoming 
smaller, networked, portable, and integrated into the basic 
fabric of our everyday lives. Increasingly, we live among 
invisible computers, with user interfaces that consist of 
sensing systems providing contextual information that drive 
their actions. One of the key problems with invisible com-
puting is the disappearance of the traditional notion of the 
input device as a dexterous object. Current issues in context 

aware computing input include: 

1) What is the nature of context? What does it mean for a 
computer to sense the context of a user, and how do dif-
ferent contextual measures combine into action? For ex-
ample, if a user is proximous to a computing system, 
how does that information interact with other informa-
tion about the user, such as her identity? 

 
2) How does the user induce action? According to Norman 

[13], “How it works” knowledge plays an important role 
in understanding and anticipating the relationship be-
tween user activity and system action. When there are 
many hidden parameters that underlie context-aware in-
put, it may be difficult for users to acquire the correct 
task action mappings, leading to unexpected system be-
havior. 

 
3) How do I manipulate a system that is remote and invisi-

ble? What is the equivalent of a mouse for the real 
world? The question of how to point, or perhaps more 
appropriately, perform deixis [9] towards everyday 
computing objects is currently unresolved. Manual 
pointing ties up the hands, and can be slow and jittery 
due to dependence on the elbow and wrist joints. The 
most prevalent solution today is the unified remote. 
However, these tend to be overly complicated as they 
are incapable of performing deixis. 

 
In this paper, we explore the use of a novel wearable eye 
pointing device that may address some of the above issues. 
Eye input provides a very specific kind of contextual in-
formation about the user: the objects that are subject to his 
or her visual attention [23]. This is because eye fixations 
tend to pertain to distinct objects, not arbitrary spatial coor-
dinates. This led us to explore the notion of deixis as a 
metaphor for remote control [2] [6] [16]. Rather than pro-
viding a spatial coordinate, deixis specifies the referent, for 
example, “that object”, in a spatial context. The act of 
looking at an object thus informs other forms of input activ-
ity, such as a button click or speech command, as pertaining 
to the semantics provided by that object. There are a num-
ber of reasons why the use of eye input for remote control 
of everyday things is compelling [19]. In scenarios where 
the hands are busy or otherwise unavailable, the eyes pro-
vide an extra and independent channel of input. The eyes 
also move faster than any other body part. Users tend to 
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already be looking at a target before they initiate manual 
action [6], and can produce thousands of eye movements 
without any apparent fatigue. Users are also very familiar 
with the use of their eyes as a means for selecting the target 
of their commands, as they use eye contact to regulate their 
communications with others [25]. 

Indeed, the Attentive User Interface (AUI) [18] paradigm 
models communication between a user and groups of ubiq-
uitous computers after the way humans communicate in 
crowded social settings. Human beings regulate group 
communication by treating attention as a limited and com-
petitive resource. More specifically, their brains only have 
the capacity to listen to a single speaker at a time. Humans 
manage this resource through a well developed turn taking 
mechanism [24]. To facilitate turn taking, 8 nonverbal cues 
are used [19]. However, in group conversations only one of 
these cues performs actual deixis, indicating the person to 
whom the speaker may be yielding the floor: eye contact 
[24]. The AUI paradigm utilizes sensing of eye contact to 
allow users to manage more effectively their opening and 
closing of communications with ubiquitous computing sys-
tems. In this paper, we present ViewPointer: a new eye 
contact sensor that is not only wearable, but also provides 
deixis towards computing objects in the real world, without 
calibration. ViewPointer allows the extension of the AUI 
paradigm to everyday objects in a mobile ubiquitous com-
puting environment. 

PREVIOUS WORK 
Although there is a long history of research into eye track-
ing technologies, the detection of eye contact with devices 
is a relatively novel area of research. The term eye contact 
is somewhat misleading, as the device typically does not 
reciprocate gaze [1]. Instead, this term is used to indicate 
the use of the eyes for deixis towards an object [15]. The 
most common form of eye tracking today is the desk-
mounted tracker, shown in Figure 1. These systems typi-
cally reside underneath the user’s PC and track the user’s 
point of gaze on a standard monitor. They operate in real 
time and typically report the user’s gaze point in screen 

coordinates. Desktop trackers are highly accurate, with a 
precision of approximately 1 cm at a viewing distance of 
approximately 60 cm. However, existing systems are very 
expensive, highly sensitive to user head movements, and 
require calibration for individual users. Their vision is typi-
cally restricted to within 60 cm from a surface, making 
them unusable for most ubiquitous computing applications. 

Head-mounted versions exist, but these are bulky and ex-
pensive (see Fig. 2). Calibration requires them to be affixed 
to the head, since otherwise the gaze point would shift with 
shifts of the tracker relative to the head. More-over, most 
headmounted trackers measure gaze points relative to the 
head, rather than the scene. This means they cannot auto-
matically detect which real-world object the user is looking 
at. Yu and Ballard [28] report a system that uses computer 
vision from a headmounted scene camera to determine the 
object the user is fixating at. While this approach is promis-
ing, it is also cumbersome as it relies heavily on prior 
knowledge of the appearance of objects in the visual scene.  

As part of the Blue Eyes project [12], researchers at IBM 
Almaden developed a lightweight eye tracker called Pupil 
Cam. This system tracks the eyes based on the same princi-
ple that causes the common “red eye” effect in photo-
graphs. When light enters a mammalian eye, the light typi-
cally leaves in the direction of the source. By illuminating 
the user’s eye from LEDs around the camera, the Pupil 
Cam can solicit a so-called “bright pupil” effect on demand. 
The system alternates flashing on- and off-axis IR LEDs to 
acquire two images: one with the pupil illuminated and one 
without. The two images are then subtracted leaving only 
the user’s pupils. 

A more recent development is that of the Eye Contact Sen-
sor (ECS) [20], shown in Figure 3. This technology applies 
computer vision techniques that eliminate any need for 
calibration. In addition, the system can be produced for a 
fraction of the cost of a commercial eye tracker. The ECS 
not only detects the user’s pupil, but also detects the reflec-
tion of an LED on the user’s cornea. When this glint is in 

 
Figure 1. The LC Technologies Eye Tracker. This eye 
tracker is designed to sit on the user's desktop and 
track his/her visual attention on the monitor. 
 

 
Figure 2. ASL Headmounted Eye Tracker. This eye 
tracker requires tight mounting on the head to avoid 
shifts in calibration accuracy. It does not report coordi-
nates relative to the scene. 
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the center of the user’s pupil, the sensor determines eye 
contact is made. The sensor is small, works in real time and 
is well suited for ubiquitous computing scenarios. New 
MegaPixel versions can detect eye contact at up to 2-3 me-
ters distance [20]. 

There are two known head-mounted devices similar to the 
eye contact sensor. The first is EyeR [17], a pair of tracking 
glasses designed for communication with everyday objects. 
By emitting and sensing infrared beams, these glasses de-
tect when people orient their head towards another device 
or user with EyeR. While EyeR can sense when the user is 
fixating, it does not sense eye position. ECSGlasses are a 
pair of shades with an embedded Eye Contact Sensing 
camera [3]. This camera can sense when users are being 
looked at, for example, to determine when they might be in 
a conversation with another person. 

 
Look-To-Talk and EyePliances 
Researchers at MIT [15] and IBM [10] evaluated the role of 
gaze in speech-enabled computational objects through Wiz-
ard of Oz experiments. Both studies found that subjects 
indeed tended to look at a device before issuing a spoken 
command. The use of eye contact measures in opening up 
or closing speech communications is known as Look-To-
Talk. Shell et al. [19] applied a similar principle when de-
veloping EyePliances: standard home appliances aug-
mented with Eye Contact Sensors that respond to the user’s 
visual attention. Each EyePliance is augmented with its 
own eye contact sensor. The user signals attention to an 
EyePliance by looking at it, which is typically used to open 
up a communication channel with the corresponding appli-
ance. A user can then interact with the EyePliance using 
speech, remote, or manual controls. EyePliances allow the 
user to interact with many devices in a way comparable to 
how he or she would interact with groups of humans. By 
giving devices knowledge of the user’s visual attention, the 
user can manage his or her limited attention in interacting 
with devices using the same techniques used to manage 
communications with groups of people. 

Interference Problems of Multiple ECSes 
The Eye Contact Sensor embedded in an EyePliance con-
sists of a camera and an IR light source [20]. When two 
EyePliances are placed within 80 degrees of visual angle 
from one another, the computer vision algorithm of either 
EyePliance may not be able to conclude which EyePliance 
the user looks at. This is because light sources interfere 
with one another. When the user is looking at EyePliance 
A, the glint produced by EyePliance A may in fact appear 
close to the pupil center, as seen from EyePliance B’s per-
spective [20]. 

 

 

 

VIEWPOINTER: A SIMPLIFIED APPROACH 
Rather than solving this problem, we used it to our advan-
tage by removing the camera from the EyePliance, and 
placing it on a lightweight eyepiece that is worn on the 
head (see Figure 4). Any real-world object can then be aug-
mented with eye contact sensing simply by embedding a 
small infrared (IR) tag. We also developed a novel encod-
ing technique that is used to uniquely identify each tag. 
Like the Eye Contact Sensor, ViewPointer presents an in-
expensive, calibration-free approach to eye contact detec-
tion. To detect eye contact, ViewPointer considers whether 
the reflection of an IR tag on the cornea appears central to 
the pupil. When it does, the user is looking at the tag. Our 
research shows this method is robust across users and cam-
era angles at up to 80 degrees from the visual axis of the 
eye. Calibration is not necessary because eye movements 
are not correlated to scene coordinates, such as with the 
ASL system (Figure 2). 
 

 
 
 
Figure 3: Eye Contact Sensor (Rev 1). Detects eye con-
tact with an accuracy of about 9 degrees at distances up 
to 1 m. 
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A Calibration-Free Wearable Eye Tracker 
ViewPointer’s wearable eye tracking camera design, shown 
in Figure 4, was based on an off-the-shelf USB 2.0 snake 
camera mounted on an off-the-shelf Bluetooth microphone 
headset. The headset attaches to the user’s ear and has a 
short flexible boom which extends beyond the user’s eye. 
The boom’s digital camera is fitted with an IR filter, and 
pointed towards the user’s eye. The microphone and 
speaker headset allow for wireless speech recognition and 
communications over a cellphone or wireless network. Our 
current prototype camera connects via USB to a 16.7 x 10.8 
x 2.6 cm Sony U70 PC that weighs 0.5 kg and is carried in 
the user’s pocket to provide computer vision.  

When fitting the device, little configuration is required as 
the system requires no calibration, and places no special 
constraints on positioning of the camera. The only require-
ment is that the camera has a clear line of sight with the 
user’s pupil, typically within a 45-degree angle of the user’s 
head orientation (see Fig 4). When using the device, the 
camera may jostle due to normal head movements. This 
does not affect the performance of the eye tracker. 

Tracking the Eye 
Because the camera is mounted close to the user’s eye, 
there is no need for background subtraction with View-
Pointer. Instead, inexpensive thresholding techniques can 
be used to extract the dark pupil and IR tag reflections from 
the image of the eye. The algorithm is adaptive to changes 
in lighting conditions and requires no configuration. Addi-
tionally, the algorithm allows both the temporal and spatial 
resolution of the camera to be preserved, rather than cut in 
half by the alternating use of on-axis and off-axis LEDs. 
This allowed us to design an encoding algorithm used to 
uniquely identify tags, which we will discuss later in this 
section. Also, since the camera is close to the eye, the algo-
rithm works well even at low resolutions. Currently, the 
system is configured to run at a resolution of 640 x 480 
pixels.  

Detecting Eye Contact 
 
Figure 5 shows the relationship between the pupil and the 
corneal reflection of a single IR LED, as observed by the 
camera. Even at a large camera angle, the reflection appears 
in the center of the pupil when the user is looking directly 
at the LED. This is because the surface of the cornea is 
roughly spherical, and the pupil is set back towards the cen-
ter of this sphere. Additionally, the cornea works as a lens 
that magnifies the pupil when observed at an angle. This 
phenomenon allows humans to obtain a field of view of 
almost 180 degrees. As the camera moves around the center 
of the sphere, the reflection of the tag on the surface will 
appear to move in rough coordination with the refraction of 
the image of the pupil. 

Eye contact is reported when the distance between the re-
flection of the tag and the center of the pupil is less than a 
specified threshold. This threshold can be adjusted to alter 
the sensitivity of the detection algorithm. Additionally, the 
system is insensitive to movement by the tagged object. As 
long as the user tracks the object with his or her eyes, the 
reflection of the tag will stay in the center of the pupil. 
Moreover, any other tags will appear to be moving across 
the cornea, making the task of tracking a moving object 
much easier than with a calibrated eye tracker. 

Tags 
Figure 6 shows a typical IR tag, 1.5 cm in size and height, 
for mounting on an object that is tracked with the View-
Pointer system. A tag consists of two small LEDs with a 3V 
cell battery and circuit. The LEDs do not emit any visible 
light, which makes them easy to conceal in objects, as long 
as direct line of sight is maintained. The small circuit al-
lows tags to pulse according to a binary code that allows 
the tag to be uniquely identified by the ViewPointer system. 
Each cycle of the modulated binary code is distinguished 
by a separator code that consists of a series of zeros of the 
same length, with one bit padding on either end. For exam-
ple, with a three bit code, this separator would consist of 
10001. The Nyquist theorem [14] maintains that a signal 
must be sampled at double its transmission rate. Because 

 
Figure 5: Image from the head mounted camera monitoring 
the user’s eye. The reflection of a tag can be seen in the 
center of the user’s pupil, indicating the user is looking at a 
tagged object. 

 
Figure 4: The ViewPointer headset. 
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the algorithm used to extract the pupil and tag reflections 
from the image of the eye is inexpensive, the frame rate of 
the camera is the determining factor for the rate at which 
data can be transmitted.  The current implementation has a 
frame rate of 28 frames per second. Therefore, data can be 
transmitted at a rate of at most 14 bits per second. It is as-
sumed that both the transmitter and receiver have knowl-
edge of both the transmitter’s bit rate and tag length. 

One of the drawbacks of this encoding technique is that a 
tradeoff exists between the number of unique tags and the 
time a user must look at a tag. If an application requires 8 
unique tags, that means a tag code must be 3 bits long, with 
a separator of 5 bits. Given our bandwidth restrictions, the 
user must fixate on the tagged object for 570 ms before its 
code can be identified. If an application requires 64 unique 
tags, each tag code must be 6 bits in length, with an 8-bit 
separator. In this case, the user must fixate on the tag for a 
minimum of 1 second before its code can be identified. 
However, these times are well within the range of normal 
human fixations, which are typically between 100 ms. and 
1 second [23]. 

Transmitting More Complicated Data Strings 
The data transmitted by the tags is not restricted to only 
unique identifiers. In fact, any binary data can be encoded 
in a tag, including URLs, text, multimedia, etc. However, in 
most cases the data stream will be substantially larger than 
that of the unique identifier. Given our current bandwidth 
limitations, we chose to increase the transmission speed by 
applying a parallel encoding scheme. We space-
multiplexed data transmission by mounting 5 tags, sepa-
rated by about 6 degrees of visual arc, in a star formation 
(see Fig 7). To transmit a URL, ASCII characters are coded 
into a 6-bit binary number, with each code corresponding to 
the letter’s sequence in the Roman alphabet. Our coding 
scheme also supports common special characters and digits. 
Subsequently, a URL is separated into chunks by dividing it 
by the number of tags. The system assumes all URLs are of 
type “http://”. The URL “www.chi2005.org” would thus be 
split into the following five strings (“www”, “.ch”, “i20”, 
“05.” and “org”). The first tag sequentially beams the char-
acters in the first string, the second tag the characters of the 
second string, etc. Each tag loops its string of 3 characters 
indefinitely, with a binary null to indicate the start of a new 
cycle. Including an 8-bit separator, this yields a string size 
of 4 14-bit numbers, or 56 bits per tag. With a bandwidth of 
14 bps, the overall time needed to transmit this data is re-
duced to four seconds for the entire URL. Bandwidth is 
further increased by assuming “www.” and “.com” when no 
dots are present in the URL. 

This method gives us a means of providing functionality 
similar to that of RFID tags to the user, with the chief dis-
tinction that recognition is directional. Moreover, detection 
is based on the actual interest of a user in the associated 
information, as it is correlated with his or her reading be-
havior. This, for example, this allows URLs that are printed 
onto a surface to be automatically stored. Additionally, 
functionality at a URL, such as java applets, can be 

downloaded and executed upon a fixation of the eye. 

Detection Accuracy 
Initial evaluations of the system suggest that standard dual-
LED tags can be detected from a distance of up to 3 m. At 1 
m distance, tags must be at least 10 cm apart. If tags are too 
close together they will blend into a single corneal reflec-
tion, causing the encoding scheme to fail. A significant 
drawback for our current implementation is that glares pre-
vent the camera from getting a clear line of sight with the 
user’s pupil if the user is wearing glasses. However, contact 
lenses do not appear to affect the system’s performance. 
The system is tolerant to head movement in any direction, 
as long as the user retains a fixation within approximately 6 
degrees from the tag. It is also tolerant to substantial 
movement and repositioning or change in the angle of the 
headset camera, as long as the camera retains vision of the 
pupil and stays within a 45-degree angle from the visual 
axis of the eye. The adaptive thresholding techniques used 
to track the user’s pupil and tag reflections were found to 
be tolerant to even extreme changes in ambient light condi-
tions. The system works equally well both indoors and out-
doors. 

VIEWPOINTER ALLOWS UBIQUITOUS EYEPLIANCES 
ViewPointer has a number of additional benefits over tradi-
tional Eye Contact Sensing. First, it allows any object to 
become an eyepliance. Second, it allows identification of 
users, and third, it allows transmission of data to the user. 

1) Cheap Augmentation of Any Object 
While Eye Contact Sensors offer a major reduction in cost 
over previous eye trackers, an environment with n EyePli-
ances will require n Eye Contact Sensors. Because each 
Eye Contact Sensor contains a high resolution camera and 
must connect to computing resources that handle computer 
vision, this is a costly solution for applications with many 
appliances. ViewPointer addresses this problem by off-
loading the camera, as well as the associated computer vi-
sion, to the person, rather than the EyePliance. ViewPointer 
contains only as many cameras and computing resources as 
there are users in the environment. Each EyePliance only 
requires an inexpensive IR tag composed of two infrared 
LEDs, a circuit and battery. Therefore, it allows us to turn 
any regular object or person into an EyePliance by adding 
only a small, unobtrusive tag. 

 
Figure 6: A ViewPointer tag compared to a US penny. 
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2) Easy Identification   
Another benefit of ViewPointer is that it allows easy detec-
tion of the onlooker. While Eye Contact Sensors can detect 
when a user is looking at an EyePliance, they do not know 
who is making eye contact. This leads to problems in the 
case of multi-user scenarios. For example, a Look-To-Talk 
EyePliance such as AuraLamp [11] will misinterpret eye 
contact by user A as meaning it should listen to spoken 
commands originating from user B. EyePliances that use 
ViewPointer can also more readily track multiple users in 
environments containing multiple EyePliances because they 
are personalized. ViewPointer allows any speech recogni-
tion engine to be carried by the user, rather than the EyePli-
ance. This allows superior handling of personalized acous-
tic models for speech recognition, and reduces the amount 
of ambient noise picked up by the microphone. Similarly, 
the vocabulary or language used in the speech recognition 
system can be customized to fit each specific user. For ex-
ample, one user may wish to address an EyePliance in Eng-
lish while another may wish to speak Japanese. 

People can be turned into EyePliances by mounting an IR 
ID tag onto their ViewPointer or clothes. This allows other 
ViewPointer systems to identify not only when their user is 
looking at another person, but also to uniquely identify that 
person. As such, a ViewPointer system provides functional-
ity similar to ECSGlasses, and can detect ad-hoc social 
networks by tracking mutual eye contact patterns between 
users. Unlike ECSGlasses, eye contact detection is mutual, 
and does not necessarily interfere with EyePliance opera-
tion. 

3) Directional Private Transmission of Information 
Because the camera is mounted on the EyePliance rather 
than the user, EyePliances are not capable of broadcasting 
digital information. Although Shell et al. [20] discusses the 
use of RFID tags for identifying users, there are obvious 
downsides to this method. RFID tags are not directional, 
and not attentive. They transmit information whenever a 
reader is in close proximity. This means a user could poten-
tially pick up information that is irrelevant to his or her task 
situation. The use of RFID tags for identifying users carries 
with it a privacy risk, in that other readers can easily pick 
up on any information transferred to the user. Similar prob-
lems exist with traditional EyePliances, which may be seen 
to encourage ubiquitous surveillance through dispersement 
of cameras in the environment. By contrast, ViewPointer 
allows any object to transmit data, but only upon being 
looked at. Information picked up by ViewPointer is com-
pletely private, as the receiver is worn by the user. Other 
systems cannot read the cornea of the user from a typical 
distance of use. 

As such, ViewPointer allows for greatly extended interac-
tion scenarios, a few of which we will discuss in the next 
section. 

EXTENDING EYEPLIANCES TO EVERYDAY OBJECTS 
ViewPointer allows any object or person to become an 
EyePliance. The microphone attached to the ViewPointer 
headset allows a user to Look-To-Talk to any tagged object, 

with speech feedback being provided in the user’s headset. 
The following scenario illustrates some of the possible ap-
plications of ViewPointer, as applied to everyday eye con-
tact sensing objects: 

“Ted is shopping in Manhattan. He’s wearing a handsfree 
Bluetooth headset augmented with a ViewPointer, attached 
to his PDA phone. The PDA phone has a wireless internet 
connection, and is augmented with a unique IR identifier 
tag. As Ted walks past the Apple store in Soho, he notices 
an advertisement in the storefront window for one of their 
latest products, a Bluetooth iPod that would connect to his 
wireless headset. The poster is augmented with a View-
Pointer tag that broadcasts a URL to the product website.  

The tags are read by Ted’s ViewPointer as he examines the 
poster. Ted wants to buy the product, but would like to 
query for reviews. He looks at his PDA, and selects a 
Google query on the URL obtained from the poster. Google 
lists the product website, but Ted instead taps a link to find 
webpages containing the URL. Google displays a link to an 
up-to-date Wikipedia article on the new product, which 
informs him it is indeed compatible with his Bluetooth 
headset. Ted changes the query menu on his web browser 

 
Figure 7: A user looking at a poster augmented with an 
invisible ViewPointer URL tag mounted behind the Virgin 
logo. 
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from Google to MySimon.com, which finds product com-
parisons on the basis of the URL. He discovers that the 
iPod is available online for less at amazon.com. He hits the 
Buy Now button, pulling his credit card from his wallet, 
which is augmented with a tag that uniquely identifies the 
card. The PDA retrieves the associated credit card number, 
and enters it automatically to complete the sale. 

Ted wants to find out what the shortest route is from the 
Apple store to the nearest subway station. He looks at the 
street number on the store front, which is augmented with a 
URL tag that provides the intersection as a query string. He 
looks at his PDA, selecting a Google map query from the 
browser menu to obtain a map of the area. Ted clicks a but-
ton to reveal the subway stations on the map. The nearest 
one is only a block from Broadway. On the subway, Ted 
notices a friend who is also wearing a ViewPointer. When 
they make eye contact, the ViewPointers exchange unique 
IDs. Ted pulls out his Stowaway Universal Bluetooth Key-
board [22] and sits down opposite his friend, who does the 
same. As the two make eye contact, the keyboards connect 
to each other’s PDA, causing words entered to be translated 
by text-to-speech and spoken in the other person’s headset. 
This allows Ted and his friend to have a completely silent 
and private conversation in a crowded and noisy public 
space. When Ted gets home he enters his house, looks at 
the lights and says “On.” The speech recognition engine 
interprets his command within the context provided by the 
tags mounted near the lamp, sending a command to the 
switch through X10 [27].  While waiting for his wife to 
arrive, he decides to prepare dinner. As he is busy cooking, 
he looks at his answering machine, which shows 3 mes-
sages. The answering machine is augmented with an ID tag 
that allows the speech recognition system in the headset to 
shift its context from the light system to the answering ma-
chine. Ted says “Play”, causing his answering machine to 
play the first message. It is Ted’s mother. The message is 
lengthy, so Ted decides to play some music. He looks at the 
kitchen radio, also augmented with an ID tag, and says: 
“Play”. As the sound from the radio fills the room, the an-
swering machine plays the next message. It is his wife in-
forming him that she will not be home for dinner.” 

DISCUSSION 
In examining the above scenario, we are particularly inter-
ested in analyzing how the eyes may provide context to 
action by other forms of input. The notion of providing 
context to action was investigated early on by Guiard with 
his Kinematic Chain (KC) theory [5]. He saw the hands 
function as serially assembled links in a kinematic chain, 
with the left (or non-dominant) hand as a base link and the 
right (or dominant) hand as the terminal link. With regard 
to providing context to action, the KC model has a number 
of relevant properties: (1) the left (non-dominant) hand sets 
the frame of reference, or context, for action of the right 
hand. (2) The granularity of action of the left (non-
dominant) hand is coarser than the right. (3) The sequence 
of motion is left (non-dominant) followed by right (domi-
nant). (4) The right hand tends to be dominant because it is 
typically the terminal link. If we include the eyes in this 

model, we notice that their activity provides input to, and 
therefore precedes, the activities of the non-dominant hand 
in the chain. This provides the following number of obser-
vations. (1) Eye fixations provide one of the best available 
estimates of the focus of user attention. This is because they 
indicate the location of the window through which the 
user’s mind interprets the task. As such, the eyes set the 
frame of reference for action of the other links in the kine-
matic chain. (2) Although the eyes are capable of position-
ing with great accuracy, the granularity of eye movements 
tends to be coarser than that of the non-dominant hand. 
This is because the eyes tend to jump from context to con-
text (i.e., visual object to visual object). (3) When a task is 
not well-rehearsed, humans tend to look at the object of 
manual action before engaging the kinematic chain. The 
sequence of motion is eyes, then left (non-dominant), then 
right (dominant) hand. (4) The eyes thus provide context to 
action performed by the limbs that end the kinematic chain. 
From this model, we can derive a number of principles: 

Principle 1. Eye contact sensing objects provide context 
for action. Application of the KC model implies that 
tagged objects best act as passive providers of information 
that set the context for action performed with another 
method of input. For example, the URL of the Apple Store 
poster in our scenario did not cause the PDA to immedi-
ately look up a map. The act of specifying what to look up 
is best left to the hands. If we take the metaphor of a GUI 
tool palette, the eyes would be used to select the drawing 
tool, not to perform the actual drawing task [6]. 

Principle 2. Design for input = output. User interface 
objects should provide information that naturally attracts 
the eyes. By doing so, the pointing action becomes secon-
dary to the act of observing information. This reduces 
pointing errors, and minimizes cognitive load required to 
perform the pointing task. It is perhaps this principle that 
makes users refer to interactive eye tracking technologies as 
“magical” [29]. For example, the iPod poster in the Apple 
store naturally captured the attention of the user. The pri-
mary reason for looking was to observe the visual informa-
tion on the poster. The transmission of the URL was a side-
effect of this activity that came at no apparent cost to the 
user. 

Principle 3. Avoid direct action upon eye contact. Eye 
trackers suffer from what is known as the Midas Touch 
Effect [8]. This is caused by overloading the visual input 
function of the eye with a motor output task. It occurs 
chiefly when an eye tracker is used not only for pointing, 
but also for clicking targets. The Midas Touch effect causes 
users to inadvertently select or activate any target they fix-
ate upon. The Midas Touch effect can, in general, be 
avoided by issuing actions via an alternate input modality, 
such as a manual button or voice command. More gener-
ally, eye contact sensing objects should avoid taking direct 
action upon receiving a fixation.  In our scenario, the 
kitchen light, answering machine and radio did not act upon 
looking. Instead, looking provided the context for the ensu-
ing voice command.  
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Principle 4. Design for Deixis. The eyes are ill-suited for 
pointing at coordinates in a visual space. Rather, the use of 
eye input should be designed such that it corresponds to 
visually meaningful and discrete targets. This principle 
allows for the eyes to function as a means of indicating the 
target of commands issued through other means. Examples 
include the use of eye contact to direct instant messaging 
traffic in the subway scenario, and the use of eye contact to 
specify the target of speech commands in the kitchen sce-
nario. 

Principle 5. Eyes Open and Close Communications. Eye 
movements are not only fast, they also require minimal 
cognitive effort. For this reason, humans use eye contact in 
conversations as a contextual nonverbal visual channel that 
does not interfere with the dominant verbal auditory chan-
nel used to convey meaning. Although it serves a host of 
other functions, one of the chief uses of eye contact in regu-
lating conversation is to open or close communications of 
the primary verbal channel. Users are likely to easily trans-
fer such behavior to tagged objects. Both the use of eye 
contact in directing instant messages in the subway scenario 
as well as the Look-To-Talk kitchen scenarios provide ex-
amples of this. 

To summarize the above, eye contact sensing is best suited 
to provide contextual input to computing systems. A main 
benefit of its use over other forms of sensing is that this 
contextual input is intelligently filtered according to user 
attention. 

FUTURE WORK 
We are currently looking at ways to further improve View-
Pointer technology and its applications in real world scenar-
ios.  

Increased Frame Rate 
We are exploring ways to increase the frame rate of the 
camera. This will facilitate more widespread adoption of 
ViewPointer as it will allow our encoding algorithm to 
identify tags with larger bit lengths. Large bit lengths po-
tentially allow unique encoding of any object such that it 
could be referenced in an online database in ways similar to 
RFID. An increased frame rate also reduces the amount of 
time the user must fixate on an object before the tag can be 
uniquely identified. Our implementation works reliably at 
28 frames per second.  With a frame rate of 100 Hz, we can 
transmit up to 24 bits per second (including the separator 
bits), allowing the system to identify tags with approxi-
mately 17 million unique IDs in a one second fixation.  

Printable Tags 
ViewPointer tags are unobtrusive, wireless, and very inex-
pensive. However, there exist objects that do not allow the 
incorporation of even the smallest IR tag. Placing a tag on a 
product during the manufacturing process is undesirable, 
especially for low priced items, because the addition of a 
tag adds marginal cost to each unit. Similarly, paper maga-
zines and other thin materials would not benefit from the 
addition of our comparatively bulky tags. 

To address such concerns, we are developing ways to print 
tags onto objects using IR reflective ink. IR reflective ink is 
invisible to the naked eye, cheap, and can be applied to 
most materials using the same printing technologies used 
for any other type of inks. Such tags could potentially be 
printed onto the packaging of every day items in the same 
way that UPC codes are currently printed. This could allow 
items to be tagged on several sides without affecting the 
object’s appearance. Additionally, paper items such as 
magazines could be tagged, which offers great promise. To 
detect a printed tag, we would deploy techniques similar to 
those used for URL ViewPointer tags, with the distinction 
that the IR light source that illuminates the tags would be 
mounted on the ViewPointer headset instead. However, 
printed tags cannot be modulated in the same way as our 
active LEDs. For this reason, we are currently developing a 
space-multiplexed encoding technique similar to barcode.  

Existing IR Sources 
Another area of improvement we are exploring is the use of 
pre-existing IR light sources in the real world. Some exam-
ples of these include regular light bulbs as well as ambient 
sunlight passing through windows. We are exploring ways 
in which these natural sources of IR light can be harnessed 
to reference objects in a room, or modulated to transmit 
information to the user.  

CONCLUSIONS 
We presented ViewPointer, a wearable eye contact sensor 
that provides deixis towards everyday ubiquitous comput-
ing devices. ViewPointer consists of a small wearable cam-
era mounted on a regular Bluetooth headset. ViewPointer 
allows any real-world object to be augmented with eye con-
tact sensing capabilities simply by embedding a small infra-
red tag in the object. The headset camera detects when a 
user is looking at an infrared tag by determining whether 
the reflection of the tag on the cornea of the user’s eye ap-
pears sufficiently central to the pupil. ViewPointer also 
includes a wireless microphone headset that can be used to 
interpret voice commands. The system not only allows any 
object to become an eye contact sensing appliance, it also 
allows identification of users and transmission of data to 
the user by the object. By pulse code modulation of tags we 
can uniquely identify objects looked at, as well as transmit 
data objects such as URLs. We analyzed scenarios of appli-
cation, providing five design principles for eye contact 
sensing input: (1) Eye contact sensing objects provide con-
text to action; (2) Eye contact sensing works best when 
input = output; (3) Avoid direct action upon eye contact; (4) 
Design for deixis, rather than pointing and (5) The eyes are 
best used to open and close communication of content. 
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